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We live in a technologically driven world. Many of my classmates could never imagine 

living without their mobile devices- I am no exception. We live in a world that gets more and more 

connected thanks to machines. Last year I used a computer to communicate with a robot in 

Chile which took pictures of the night sky according to coordinates that I gave it, and then it 

emailed those photos back to me. I think robots and outer space are amazing, and I am so lucky 

to live in a time when I, personally, can interface with them in such a profound and 

simultaneously casual way. That’s what makes the work of earlier science fiction writers so 

inspiring, and that is part of the reason I have fallen in love with this genre. I was raised in a 

house where Star Trek was often on the television in the living room after dinner, so sci-fi was 

nothing new to me, but it was not until high school that I started reading a lot of the classics. 

I remember the first work I ever read by Isaac Asimov. In my 10th grade English class, 

during a unit where we also read selections from The Martian Chronicles, I was assigned his 

essay “Dial Versus Digital.” It is an essay that explains, in the classic elegance and simplicity of 

Asimov’s style that I would later grow to love, the cultural significance of analog clocks, most 

notably in their importance in describing direction. I remember this work clearly because it was 

the first time that I was genuinely amused and captured by an essay. I had long loved reading, 

but I read fantasy and history novels, or science fiction stories- I was already a Ray Bradbury 

fan. But essays? No. As a fifteen-year-old I associated essays with homework. I had written 

stacks in the form of book reports, or short research papers, or projects for class. And yet this 

quirky little essay about a seemingly minor advancement in technology left an impression on me. 

I did not immediately seek out some of his other pieces; it took years for me to revisit him. And 

once I started, I couldn’t stop. 



When I really started consciously collecting, I found myself focusing on Asimov’s stories 

about robots and interplanetary/interstellar/intergalactic  travel and conflict. His robot series, 

simply titled “Robot Series,” featuring the Earthman Elijah Baley and his humanoid robot partner 

R. Daneel Olivaw soon became my favorites. Asimov’s robots have a “positronic brain” which 

follows 

The Three Laws of Robots 
 

1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to 

come to harm. 

2. A robot must obey orders given it by human beings except where such orders would 

conflict with the First Law. 

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict 

with the First or Second Law. 

These laws confine robots in all of his books. This raises all sorts of questions about the 

“humanity” of robots, and their ability to consent. One character in particular, Giskard from The 

Naked Sun, struggles with this issue because he has the ability to sense human emotion and 

therefore understands the implications of his actions better than many humans, including his 

“masters,” can. He is a robot that can understand ethics, an idea that may seem paradox. More 

importantly, he is a being that has the intelligence and sophistication to make decisions, yet 

lacks the agency to follow through. Asimov has a brilliant way of using robots to discuss 

humans.These questions reappear in later science fiction, but find their origin with him. His 

universe is so well developed that I continually want more pieces from it. There is a rational order 

to them that I find appealing. 

I did not limit myself to the work of Asimov, of course. My collection includes some of his 

influences, like the Czech playwright Karel Capek, who actually coined the term “robot” in his 



1923 play R.U.R. Another notable influence is the German silent film Metropolis, which featured 

the first on screen robot, played by Brigitte Helm in 1927. These early robots, like R. Daneel 

Olivaw, could be mistaken for human, and therefore address some of the same social concerns. 

For my purposes, I include some of Asimov’s contemporaries, such as Ray Bradbury who also 

wrote some of his most well-known pieces in the 1950s. The style of The Martian Chronicles, a 

series of short stories on a common theme, is very similar to that of I, Robot.  Of course, I have 

a number of Arthur C Clark and Frank Herbert novels as well, but I felt that their themes, aside 

from space travel, varied too far from Asimov’s optimistic view of the future to be included here. 

Today a science fiction fan can find evidences of Isaac Asimov’s oeuvre in many media, 

which explains the variety in my collection. I have included a few examples here, most notably a 

dvd box set of Star Trek episodes featuring the Borg, a cyborg race which are usually the villains 

in the plot. An episode titled “I, Borg” pays direct homage to I, Robot. The series Star Trek : the 

Next Generation also has an android character named Data who is stated to have a positronic 

brain and is purposefully modelled after Asimov’s robots. Contemporary books featuring robots, 

such as The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, or video game and comic series such as Mass 

Effect, are forced to address the same questions as I, Robot. At what point do robots become 

sentient? Can they feel emotions? Can they die? Or are they simply machines? As our 

civilization advances and we create more sophisticated robots, we will be forced to face these 

same questions. I feel fairly certain that the robot in Chile that took images for me did not have 

any thoughts about it, but the possibility that it did fascinates me. 
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Ray Bradbury. The Martian Chronicles. 1950. 
Although I’ve already read this book more than once, I think it would be a valuable addition to my 
collection for its similarity to I, Robot, and the fact that it comes from the same time period. 
 
Isaac Asimov. Pebble in the Sky. 1951. 
It is technically not part of the Robot Series, but this book comes chronologically after Robots and 
Empire, the last book of said series. It would also complete my set of the “Galactic Empire” books. 
 
Michael P. KubeMcDowell 
et al. Isaac Asimov’s Robot City. 1988. 
This book by various authors contains a collection of short stories inspired by Asimov’s Robot 
Series, each with positronic robots. 
 
Stephen Leigh et al. Isaac Asimov’s Robots and Aliens. 1990. 
Much like the last book on my wish list this book in collection of positronic robot stories written by 
different authors. 
 
William F. Wu. Isaac Asimov’s Robots in Time. 1994. 
Another collection of stories using Asimov’s universe, but the first one to do so after his death in 
1992. 
 
Barrington J. Baley. Soul of a Robot. 1974. 
This is one of the few books on my wish list where I don’t know the author or the series, but the 
focus on the “soul” or humanity of a robot is what makes me want to add this book to my collection. 
 
Ekaterina Sedia. The Alchemy of Stone. 2008. 
Much like Asimov used his robots to question society and concerns of consent and agency, Sedia 
uses her automatons to address issues in classism, sexism, and industrialization. I also notice the 
lack of diversity of authors in my collection, so it would be beneficial to include some women writers. 
 
John Sladek. The Complete Roderick. 2001. 
A more humorous book about robots, this novel uses the education of a robot to satirize Western 
civilization. Originally published separate stories in the 1980s, The Complete Roderick combines 
them all into one book. 
 
Rodney Brooks. Flesh and Machines: How Robots Will Change Us. 2002. 
This nonfiction book takes a look at robots that we already have, the development of robots, and the 
social and cultural impact of robots. 
 
Isaac Asimov. I, Asimov. 1994. 
The last item on my wishlist is Asimov’s own memoir, published after his death. I always greatly 
enjoyed the anecdotes he told in his forwards, and I think his memoirs would be a wonderful addition 
to my collection. 


